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North Face Expeditions

4 x 90' + 2 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Light of the Himalaya

This film documents the efforts of a team of North Face athletes as they work to support Dr Geoff
Tabin’s Himalayan Cataract Project, while climber Pete Athans, the only westerner to reach the
summit of Mount Everest seven times, attempts to scale the highest unclimbed peak in the region
(at 7,400 meters).

2. Shelter from the Storm

Four North Face athletes try to become the first all-female team to ski the remote east coast of
Baffin Island. The athletes give back to the Inuit community by working at a shelter designed for
women and children escaping violent situations. The expedition is a test of survival as these
courageous sportswomen battle the harshest conditions, while skiing some of the world’s toughest
unknown terrains.

3. Between Heaven and Earth

Russia’s remote Sayan Mountains. Director Angus Yates and four top world whitewater kayakers
journeyed to this treacherous location, where they were the first to descend the Onot River by
kayak. The last people to try this feat were killed, but if they are successful, the expedition will
raise money and awareness for the drastically under-funded Russian Central Children’s Hospital
in Moscow.

4. La Bas

La Bas follows a group of North Face athletes as they travel to the Atlas Mountains in Morocco.
The group is among the first Americans to rock climb in the region. While much of the climbing will
be on existing routes, the highlight will be an attempt by the team to put up a first ascent. The
athletes also take part in a philanthropic endeavor in the village of Taghia.

5. Legends of the Lost World

Seen through the eyes of four of the world’s top alpine climbers, this expedition’s objective is to
climb the 2,000ft prow of Roraima, one of South America’s most mysterious landmarks. The
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climbers visited a hinterland school in Wayalayeng, Guyana, a small community of fewer than
120. They help install solar panels to provide electricity for community activities, and a radio
communication system for emergencies.

6. Hope on the Andaman Coast

Cliff divers Joey Zuber, Orlando Duque, and Sergey Zotin explore the post-tsunami diving on
Thailand's Andaman Coast. While on their excursion, they help to build a more suitable school for
the children living there.


